Eight years ago in Dominican Republic my mom hit me with a belt really hard that I was even crying, a thing that I don’t do very often. And after all that she gave me a bath like nothing happen that day. But I was very very sad that day of my mom hitting hard but the only reason that she hit me like that was because I threw a chair in the floor. The was the main reason why that happened. Just because of a chair my mom hit me.

This happened to me just because I threw a chair in the floor. When I got mad and angry, and I felt sad, and mad because she hit me for no reason. Things that happened in my neighborhood with violence is when someone steals to other people. They get mad and they hit the people that did that until the police comes

Maybe I can help stop violence by telling people. That way with violence they are not going to solve anything and that’s better when you don’t use it because violence can cause you a lot of problems problems that can even get you in jail. That’s why people should not use violence with each other.